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a b s t r a c t
Video playback on a mobile device is a resource-intensive task. Since the battery life of a mobile device
decreases with time, it is desirable to have a video representation which adapts dynamically to the available battery life during the playback process. A novel Hybrid Layered Video (HLV) encoding scheme is proposed, which comprises of content-aware, multi-layer encoding of texture and a generative sketch-based
representation of the object outlines. Different combinations of the texture- and sketch-based representations are shown to result in distinct video states, each with a characteristic power consumption proﬁle.
Further, a smart content-aware caching scheme is proposed which is suitable for low-latency dissemination of HLV over the Internet. The proposed HLV representation, combined with the proposed caching
scheme, is shown to be effective for video playback and dissemination on power-constrained mobile
devices.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Video playback on a mobile device such as a PDA, pocket-PC,
multimedia-enabled mobile phone (such as an iPhone), or a laptop
PC operating in battery mode, is a resource-intensive task in terms
of CPU cycles and battery power [1]. Video playback typically results in rapid depletion of battery power in the mobile device,
regardless of whether the video is streamed from a hard drive on
the device, or from a remote server. Several techniques have been
proposed to reduce power consumption during video playback on
the mobile device [2,3,24–26]. These techniques use various hardware and software optimizations to reduce power consumption
during video playback.
Typically, power savings are realized by compromising the
quality of the rendered video. This tradeoff is not always desirable,
since the user may choose to watch the video at its highest quality
if sufﬁcient battery power is available on the device. Thus, it is
desirable to formulate and implement a multi-layer encoding of
the video such that distinct layers of the video display different
power consumption characteristics. The lowest layer should consume the least power during video decoding and rendering. The
power consumption during video decoding and rendering should
increase as more layers are added to the video. Typically, the less
the battery power available to decode and render the video, the
lower the quality of the rendered video [4]. Thus, it is necessary
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to enhance quality of the lower video layers in order to ensure that
the quality of the rendered video is acceptable.
Traditional layered video encoding, as used by MPEG-4 Fine
Grained Scalability proﬁle (MPEG-FGS), is customized for varying
bitrates, rather than power-adaptive usage [37]. The various video
layers are obtained by performing certain operations on low-level
(i.e., pixel-level) data, for example, progressive truncation of the
DCT coefﬁcients or progressive smoothing of the pixel values
[37]. Although lowering the video bit rate has the effect of lowering
the power consumption [36,38], the semantic content of the video
may not be adequately preserved.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a
novel Hybrid Layered Video (HLV) encoding scheme. The proposed
representation is termed as ‘‘hybrid” due to the fact that its constituent layers are a combination of standard MPEG-based video
encoding and a generative sketch-based video representation.
The input video stream is divided into two components: a sketch
component and a texture component.
The sketch component is a Generative Sketch-based Video
(GSV) representation, where the outlines of the objects of the video
are represented as curves [18]. The evolution of these curves
(termed as pixel-threads), across the video frames is explicitly modeled in order to reduce temporal redundancy. The texture component in the proposed HLV encoding scheme is represented by three
layers; a base layer video, an intermediate mid-layer video, and the
original video. The base layer represents a very low bitrate video
with very low visual quality whereas the highest layer in the
HLV representation denotes the original video. The base layer video
can be augmented by the object outlines (that are emphasized with
dark contours) using the Generative Sketch-based Video (GSV) rep-
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resentation mentioned above. This ensures that the visual quality
of the base layer is improved signiﬁcantly. The visual quality of
the mid-layer video is better than that of the base layer video,
but lower than that of the original video. The mid-layer video quality is further enhanced via high-level object-based re-rendering of
the video at multiple scales of resolution. The result is termed as a
Features, Motion and Object-Enhanced Multi-Resolution (FMOEMR) video [13]. Note that although the visual quality of the
mid-layer video is lower than that of the original video, some
semantically relevant portions of the frames in the mid-layer video
are highlighted by selectively rendering them at higher resolution.
A schematic representation of the proposed HLV encoding scheme
is shown in Fig. 1.
A considerable body of work on object-based video representation using graphics overlay techniques has been presented in the
literature [5–8]. These methods are based primarily on the segmentation of the video frames into regions and the subsequent
representation of these regions by closed contours. A major drawback of the aforementioned contour-based representation is the
fact that the complexity of the representation increases signiﬁcantly with an increasing number of contours in the video frames.
In contrast, the proposed GSV representation uses sparse parametric curves, instead of necessarily closed contours, to represent the
outlines of objects in the video frames. This ensures that the number of graphical objects that one needs to overlay is small. In addition, whereas closed contours are capable of addressing local
region-based consistency, global shape-based information may
be seriously compromised. This is not so in the case of the proposed GSV representation, which ensures that the global shape is
correctly represented. Although contour-based representations
have been very successful in some speciﬁc applications involving
low-bitrate videos such as video phones [9], generic contour-based
video representations for a wider class of power-constrained devices have, thus far, not been studied in detail.
We show via formal analysis and experimental results that the
various video layers in the proposed HLV representation have different power consumption characteristics. Thus, the overall power
consumption of an HLV-encoded video depends on the combination of layers used during decoding and rendering of the video
on the mobile end user device. A direct beneﬁt of the proposed

HLV representation is that the video content can be decoded and
rendered at different levels of power consumption on the mobile
device. Experimental results show that it is possible to save
45 min of battery power for an IBM Thinkpad laptop PC with a
2 GHz Centrino Processor and 1 GByte RAM by using the lowest
layer of the proposed HLV representation (comprising only of the
sketch component without any texture content) when compared
to the playback of the original video. Adding approximated texture
to the sketch component results in an average battery power savings of 30 min when compared to the playback of the original video. Preliminary qualitative results on a cohort of human
subjects have shown that the GSV-based and FMOE-MR-based video encoding techniques that comprise the proposed HLV representation are indeed superior to conventional MPEG-FGS-based
layered video encoding in terms of enhancing the overall viewing
experience of the end user [18,36].
In order to support low latency dissemination of video across
the Internet, the paper further reports a smart content aware caching mechanism suitable for caching video that is encoded using the
proposed HLV encoding scheme. A schematic representation of the
content-aware cache with the proposed HLV encoding scheme is
shown in Fig. 2. Experimental results reveal that the proposed
caching scheme is more efﬁcient, compared to existing popular video caching schemes.
In Sections 2 and 3, we elaborate upon the two components of
the proposed HLV representation, i.e., the sketch component,
VSKETCH and the texture component, VTEXTURE, respectively. This is
followed, in Section 4, by a description of how to combine the various video layers comprising the aforementioned components to
result in a power-scalable video representation. Next, we elaborate
on the caching scheme in Section 5, followed by the presentation
and analyses of experimental results in Section 6. In all of our
experiments reported in the paper, we have used two sample video
sequences to demonstrate the efﬁcacy and advantages of the proposed HLV encoding scheme and the content-aware caching
scheme. Both sample video sequences have been shot using a stationary camera, with a frame resolution of 320  240 pixels at a
temporal sampling rate of 30 frames per second (fps). The ﬁrst,
termed as the Train Station video sequence, contains multiple persons that are viewed from a distance, walking intermittently across

Fig. 1. Outline of the HLV encoding algorithm.
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frame, and then representing these outlines parametrically in the
form of pixel-threads.

Fig. 2. The HLV representation and the content-aware multi-layer cache.

the ﬁeld of view of the camera. The moving foreground objects are
seen to occupy a small fraction of the total frame area. The second,
termed as the Two Persons Walking video sequence, is a close-up
view of two persons walking across the ﬁeld of view of the camera
and crossing each other. The foreground objects are seen to occupy
almost 50% of the total frame area. In Section 7, we ﬁnally conclude
the paper with an outline of future research directions.
2. Creating the sketch component VSKETCH
The sketch-based video component VSKETCH essentially represents the outlines of the objects in the video. The resulting video
representation is termed a Generative Sketch-based Video (GSV)
[18]. The video is ﬁrst divided into a series of Groups of Pictures
(GOPs), in a manner similar to standard MPEG video encoding.
Each Group of Pictures (GOP) consists of N frames (typically,
N = 15 for standard MPEG/H.264 encoding) where each frame is
encoded using the GSV encoding scheme. The GSV encoding is
similar the MPEG video encoding standard. The GOP is a well
established construct in the MPEG standard that enables operations such as fast forward, rewind and frame dropping to be performed on the encoded video stream. Motion vectors are used in
GSV encoding to reduce temporal redundancy as in the case of
MPEG video encoding, where motion vectors are used to describe
the translation of frame blocks relative to their positions in previous frames. The error vector, in the case of GSV encoding, has
the same form as the encoded representation of the moving object(s) in the video. This is analogous to MPEG video encoding,
where the encoding error is represented in the form of macroblocks similar to the macro-block representation of the moving
object(s) in the video.
The parametric curves used to represent the object outlines in
each frame are termed as pixel-threads. A pixel-thread is derived
from a polyline P:[0, . . ., N], which is a continuous and piecewise
linear curve made of N connected segments. A polyline can be
parameterized using a parameter a e R (set of real numbers) such
that P(a) refers to a speciﬁc position on the polyline, with P(0)
referring to the ﬁrst vertex of the polyline and P(N) referring to
its last vertex. Note that these break points can be joined by
straight line segments (as in the case of a polyline), or by more
complex spline-based functions to create smooth curves.
Each video frame is associated with its own collection of pixelthreads termed as a Pixel-thread-Pool. Thus, successive video
frames are associated with successive Pixel-thread-Pools. Due to
the temporal nature of the video, the pixel-threads and Pixelthread-Pool are modeled as dynamic entities that evolve over time
to generate the outlines of the moving objects in the video. The dynamic nature of the pixel-threads is modeled by the processes of
birth and evolution of pixel-threads over time. We provide a detailed description of these processes in the following subsections.
2.1. Birth of pixel-threads
For a given video frame, the Pixel-thread-Pool is created by ﬁrst
generating (or sketching) the outlines of the objects in the video

2.1.1. Generating a sketch from a video frame
The edge pixels in a video frame are extracted using the Canny
edge detector [10]. The edge pixels are grouped to form one-pixel
wide edge segments or edgels, many of which are intersecting.
Edgels of small length are removed to avoid excessively cluttered
sketches. The threshold below which an edgel is considered
‘‘small” depends on the screen size. Since GSV encoding is typically
meant for mobile devices with small screens, removal of these
small edgels typically do not produce any adverse effect. It must
be noted that the edge detection process is inherently sensitive
to noise and several edgels may, in fact, be noisy artifacts. Edgels
extracted in two successive frames may cause ﬂickering; i.e., an
edgel in a previous frame may disappear in the current frame, even
in instances where the human eye can clearly discern an object
boundary. A method to reduce this ﬂickering effect is described
in Section 2.4.
2.1.2. Creating pixel-threads from a sketch
The sketch thus obtained is converted to an approximate parametric representation using curve approximation techniques proposed by Rosin and West [17]. Rosin and West [17] describe the
implementation and demonstrate the performance of an algorithm
for segmenting a set of connected points resulting in a combination
of parametric representations such as lines, circles, ellipses, superelliptical arcs, and higher-order polynomial curves. The algorithm
is scale invariant (i.e., it does not depend on the size of the edgels,
or the size of the frame), nonparametric (i.e., it does not depend on
predeﬁned parameters), general purpose (i.e., it works on any general distribution of pixels depicting object outlines in any given video frame), and efﬁcient (i.e., has low computational time
complexity). Since a detailed discussion of the algorithm is beyond
the scope of the paper, it sufﬁces to mention that we use this algorithm to determine break points on the various connected components (i.e., edge segments) that are generated after the edge pixels
have been detected. The break points along the curve are next represented efﬁciently as a chain-coded vector. For each approximated curve i, one of the end points (ﬁrst or last break point) is
represented using absolute coordinates {x0, y0} whereas the pth
break point, where p > 0, is represented by coordinates relative to
those of the previous break point; i.e., {dxp, dyp} where dxp = xp
 xp1 and dyp = yp  yp1. The resulting chain-coded vectors constitute the pixel-threads which are approximations to the original
curve. Fig. 3 illustrates the process by which pixel-threads are generated for a given video frame. Note that pixel-thread creation is
done ofﬂine during the encoding process.
2.2. Evolution of a pixel-thread
Due to the temporal redundancy in a video sequence, a majority
of the corresponding pixel-threads in successive video frames are
often similar in shape and size. This temporal redundancy can be
exploited to evolve some of the pixel-threads in the current frame
to constitute the Pixel-thread-Pool for the successive frame using
motion modeling. Motion modeling signiﬁcantly reduces the
amount of information required to render the set of pixel-threads
corresponding to the next frame, resulting in a compact representation of the dynamic pixel-threads. The evolution parameters are
determined during the encoding process, which is ofﬂine and typically not power constrained. The evolution of pixel-threads between two successive Pixel-thread-Pools, say TP1 and TP2,
involves two steps; (a) establishing the pixel-thread correspondence between the two Pixel-thread-Pools, and (b) estimating
the motion parameters.
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Fig. 3. The creation of pixel-threads for a video frame of the Train Station video sequence (a) The original video frame; (b) Edges detected in the video frame, and ﬁltered to
remove small, spurious edges; (c) Break-points detected in the edge contours generated in the previous step.

2.2.1. Establishing pixel-thread correspondence
In order to determine the correspondence between pixelthreads in Pixel-thread-pools corresponding to two frames, TP1
and TP2, respectively, one needs to determine for each pixel-thread
in TP1 its counterpart in TP2.
First, we need to predict a position to which a pixel-thread T1 in
TP1 is expected to move in the next frame. The predicted pixelthread, say T0 , can be determined using a suitable optical ﬂow function OpF(), such that

T 0 ¼ OpFðT 1 Þ

ð1Þ

The function OpF() computes the coordinates of the break
points of the pixel-thread T0 in TP2, given the coordinates of the
break points of pixel-thread T1 in TP1. The function OpF() implements a sparse iterative version of the Lucas–Kanade optical ﬂow
algorithm designed for pyramidal (or multi-scale) computation
[11]. The Lucas–Kanade algorithm is a popular version of a twoframe differential technique for motion estimation (also termed
as optical ﬂow estimation). For each break point location (x, y) of
a pixel-thread, if the corresponding pixel in the current frame
Icurrent-frame(x, y) is assumed to have been displaced by (dx, dy) in
the next frame Inext-frame, then the image constraint equation is
given by:

Icurrent-frame ðx; yÞ ¼ Inext-frame ðx þ dx; y þ dyÞ
The Lucas–Kanade algorithm essentially embodies the above
image constraint equation. The pyramidal implementation of the
Lucas–Kanade algorithm computes the optical ﬂow in a coarseto-ﬁne iterative manner. The spatial derivatives are ﬁrst computed
at a coarse scale in scale space (i.e., in a pyramid), one of the images
is warped by the computed deformation, and iterative updates are
then computed at successively ﬁner scales.
Once the pixel-thread T0 is obtained from T1 via the optical ﬂow
function, we hypothesize that if pixel-thread T1 in Pixel-threadPool TP1 does indeed evolve to a corresponding pixel-thread T2 in
TP2, then T0 and T2 should resemble each other (to a reasonable
extent) in terms of shape and size. The key is to determine the
pixel-thread T2 in TP2, which is closest in shape and size to the
pixel-thread T0 .
The correspondence between pixel threads T0 and T2 is determined using the Hausdorff distance [12]. The Hausdorff distance
is used as a measure of (dis)similarity between the pixel-threads,
T0 and T2. The Hausdorff distance between the two pixel-threads
T0 and T2, denoted by dH(T0 , T2), is deﬁned as

dH ðT 0 ; T 2 Þ ¼ maxa2T 0 fminb2T2 fdE ða; bÞgg

T 2 ¼ argminfdH ðOpFðT 1 Þ; TÞ : T 2 TP2

ð3Þ

An important observation about the computation of the Hausdorff distance dH is that the two pixel-threads under consideration,
T1 and T2, need not have the same number of break points.
Although the pixel-thread T2 e TP2 is deemed to be the closest
evolved pixel-thread to T1 e TP1, it may not have actually evolved
from T1. As a result, we deﬁne a threshold e > 0, such that if
dH(OpF(T1), T2) < e, then we deem T2 to have evolved from T1;
otherwise, T1 is deemed to have become dormant, and T2 e TP2 is
deemed to have been born in TP2 and not evolved from TP1. We
specify the threshold e as an empirically determined fraction of
the video frame width.
Based on the above deﬁnitions of birth and evolution, the pixelthreads in TP2 can be categorized as belonging to two mutually
exclusive sets, TPevolve and TPborn. TPevolve is the set of all pixelthreads in TP2 which are evolved from some pixel-thread in TP1,
and TPborn is the set of pixel-threads in TP2 which are not evolved
from TP2, i.e., these pixel-threads are deemed to have been born
in TP2. Fig. 4 provides a schematic description of this process.
2.2.2. Motion modeling of pixel-threads
In this section, we discuss how to encode the motion information needed to specify the evolution of a pixel-thread T1 e TP1 to
its counterpart T2 e TP2 once the correspondence between the pixel-threads T1 and T2 has been determined as described previously.
The visual quality and computational efﬁciency of the ﬁnal encoding requires accurate estimation of the motion of pixel-thread T1 as
it evolves into pixel-thread T2. To ensure compactness of the ﬁnal
representation, we assume that a linear transformation LT, speciﬁed by the translational parameters {tx, ty}, can be used for the purpose of motion estimation. It must be noted that transformations

ð2Þ

where a and b are break points, and dE(a, b) is the Euclidean distance
between them. Thus, given pixel-thread T1 e TP1, T2 is essentially the
pixel-thread in TP2 which is most similar to T0 , where T0 , in turn, is
obtained from T1 using the optical ﬂow mapping function OpF(); i.e.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the process of establishing pixel-thread correspondence for a
frame j and the current All-Threads-Pool W.
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based on the afﬁne motion model that incorporate additional
parameters such as rotation and scaling can also be used. However,
simple translational motion requires the least number of bytes for
representation. Moreover, even if a more accurate and comprehensive motion model were to be used, an encoding error term would
still need to be computed. The encoding error generated by an
accurate and comprehensive motion model, although smaller in
magnitude compared to that generated by a simple motion model
consisting only of translational parameters, would still require
approximately the same number of bytes for representation. For
example, a byte would be required to represent the encoding error
regardless of whether the error is 1 pixel or 255 pixels. Thus, by
using the simplest motion model, consisting only of translational
parameters, and keeping track of the resulting encoding error, we
obtain a compact and efﬁcient motion representation. Note that a
similar motion model is used for motion compensation by the well
established MPEG standard. Also note that the simple translational
motion model is adequate when the temporal sampling rate of the
video (measured in frames per second) is high enough compared to
the velocities and complexities of the motions of the various objects within the video. In such cases, even complex motions between successive frames can be reasonably approximated by a
motion model comprising only of translational parameters.
Thus, the estimated pixel-thread, T2estimated is computed from T1
by using a mapping function LT2, such that

T estimated
¼ LT2 ðT 1 Þ
2
The linear transformation coordinates in LT2 can be determined
by computing the mean of the displacements of each break point,
where the displacement of each break point is computed using the
function OpF() (Eq. (1)). Since T2estimated may not align exactly
point-by-point with T2, it is necessary to compute the error between T2estimated and T2. As discussed previously, T2estimated and T2
may not have the same number of break points. Suppose the number of break points of T1, and hence, T2estimated, is n1 and that of T2 is
n2. In general, n1 – n2. Let the displacement error between
T2estimated and T2, be given by the displacement vector DT2. Two
cases need to be considered:
(1) n2 6 n1: There are fewer or equal number of break points in
T2 compared to T2estimated. Note that, each component of DT2
is the relative displacement needed to move a break point of
T2estimated to one of the break points in T2. In this case, there
are multiple break points in T2estimated which map to the
same break point in T2.
(2) n2 > n1: In this case the ﬁrst n1 components of DT2 denote
the displacements corresponding to break points in T2 in
the same order. Each of the remaining (n2  n1) components
of DT2 are encoded as displacements from the last break
point in T2.
It can be seen that the displacement vector DT2 has max(n1, n2)
components. Thus, the motion model required to evolve pixelthread T1 into pixel-thread T2, is given by

HT1 ðT 2 Þ ¼ ftx ; t y ; DT 2 g

ð4Þ

The motion model HT1(T2) contains essentially all the parameters needed to transform pixel-thread T1 in TP1 to pixel-thread T2 in
TP2.
Let us now consider the number of bytes required to encode the
motion model HT1(T2). The transformation parameters {tx, ty} can
be designed to require a byte each by restricting the displacement
values to lie in the range [-128, 127]. If either tx or ty exceeds these
bounds, then the result of the correspondence determination procedure is declared void, and T0 is deemed to be a new pixel-thread
that is born, instead of one that is evolved from pixel-thread T1.
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However, in practice, for small-size displays that are typical of mobile devices, this case occurs very rarely.
The prediction error vector DT2 requires 2 bytes for each component, if the displacements dx and dy are restricted to lie within
a range [128, 127]. Thus, DT2 requires 2  max(n1, n2) bytes of
storage. Hence, the total storage requirement of the motion model
HT1(T2) (in bytes), denoted by Bytes(HT1), is given by

BytesðHT1 ¼ 2  maxðnÞ1; n2 Þ þ 2ð5Þ

ð5Þ

In the next section, we present a method to evolve an entire
generation of pixel-threads as a function of time. This results in
the generation of a sketch-based representation of the original video sequence.
2.3. Evolution of a pixel-thread-pool
Given a video sequence of N frames, and the current frame j, let

W be the pool of all the pixel-threads which have been born or
evolved thus far in frames 1 through j  1. All the pixel-threads
in W may not be active, i.e., some may be dormant. The dormant
pixel-threads still belong to W, but represent pixel-threads which
were not used to sketch a curve in the previous frame, j  1.
The pixel-threads in W belong to one of two subsets; Wdormant or
Wactive. Clearly, W = Wdormant U Wactive.
For the current frame j, the pixel-threads corresponding to
frame j are ﬁrst determined using the techniques discussed in
Section 2.1. These recently acquired pixel-threads corresponding
to frame j are grouped together in Pixel-thread-Pool TPj. Assume
that TPj has nj pixel-threads T 1j ; T 2j ; ;T nj
j . Next, the correspondence
between the pixel-threads in the set W and the nj pixel-threads
in TPj, is determined using the methods mentioned in Section 2.2.
Note that per the terminology in Section 2.2, W corresponds to
TP1 and TPj corresponds to TP2. Note that, during the correspondence determination procedure, the dormant pixel-threads in W
are also considered.
Evolved
be the subset of the pixel-threads in TPj which
Let TPwere
j
have evolved from W. Let WTPj be the subset of pixel-threads in
Evolved
W which evolve to a corresponding pixel-thread in TP were
. It
j
must be noted that, the correspondence between WTPj and
Evolved
is determined in a manner such that a pixel-thread T ij
TPwere
j
Evolved
(where 1 6 i 6 nj) belonging to TP were
and the corresponding
j
pixel-thread in WTPj from which it has evolved are both assigned
the same index i. Now, pixel-threads in WTPj can be evolved to corEvolved
via a set of motion models
responding pixel-threads in TP were
j
H(WTPj) (Eq. (4)). Since the remaining pixel-threads in TPij cannot
be evolved from any existing pixel-thread in W, these pixel-threads
; where
are considered to belong to the set TPborn
j
Evolved
TPborn
¼ TP j  TP were
j
j

Next, the set W is updated in the following manner:
(1) Pixel-threads in WTPj are evolved to corresponding pixelEvolved
, using motion model parameters
threads in TP were
j
are
given by H(WTPj). The new pixel-threads in TP born
j
included in W.
(2) The new set of active pixel-threads is given by Wactive = W \
TPj. These pixel-threads are used to generate the sketchbased representation of the new video frame. Naturally,
the pixel-threads in this updated set W, that have no counterparts in TPj, are deemed dormant; i.e.,

Wdormant ¼ W  Wactive
The data corresponding to frame j required to sketch the jth video frame are given by the motion model parameters denoted by
H(WTPj). The newly born pixel-threads are included in TPborn
. Thus,
j
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the entire process of evolution of all the pixel-threads across all the
N frames of the video can be effectively represented as a Generative Sketch-based Video (GSV), given by

GSV ¼ fhHðWTP1 Þ; TP born
i;    ; hHðWTPN ; TP born
ig
1
N

ð6Þ

Fig. 5(a) depicts the process of evolution of the pixel-threads in
the GSV. Fig. 5(b) shows a plot of the total number of pixel-threads
in W as a function of time during the entire process of evolution of
all the pixel-threads in the GSV representation of the Two Persons
Walking video sequence. The curve shows that, after the initial pixel-threads are created in the ﬁrst frame, very few new pixelthreads are born thereafter. The initial pixel-threads are seen to
be adequate to evolve and generate a large fraction of the entire
GSV representation of the sample video.
2.4. Flicker reduction
When the pixel-threads for each frame are rendered, ﬂickering
effects are typically observed. This is due to the fact that some pixel
threads appear momentarily in a frame, only to become dormant in
a series of successive frames. The resulting sudden appearance and
disappearance of pixel-threads creates a ﬂickering effect. The AllThreads-Pool W contains the list of all the dormant pixel-threads.
When a pixel-thread, which is dormant for some time, becomes active for a few frames, and then becomes dormant again, a ﬂickering
effect is observed. If such a pixel-thread is forced to be dormant instead of appearing for a short time duration, the ﬂickering effect is
observed to be considerably reduced. The history of activity and
dormancy is maintained for each pixel-thread in each frame, while
the frame is being encoded. Once the entire video has been encoded, a second pass is made to determine, for each pixel-thread,
the frames in which the pixel-thread should be made dormant
(Fig. 6). It is important to note that the above ﬂicker reduction
scheme does not penalize pixel threads arising from systematic
motion which is typically sustained over several frames, but only
those that arise from random and sporadic motion that lasts typically for a few frames and can be attributed typically to noise.
3. Encoding the texture component—VTEXTURE
In this section, we describe how the second component of the
HLV, i.e., the texture component, is created. The texture of the video, given by the component VTEXTURE, consists of three sub-components termed as Vorg, Vmid and Vbase, where Vorg is the original
video which is deemed to be of the highest visual quality, Vmid is
the video of intermediate visual quality, and Vbase is the base-level

Fig. 6. Flicker removal using the history of activity or dormancy of a pixel-thread.
The encircled portion corresponds to a brief period of activity for the pixel-thread.
The pixel-thread is made dormant to remove the ﬂickering effect caused by this brief
activity.

video of the lowest visual quality. All the above video sub-components are encoded using the MPEG H.264 standard. In this section,
we will discuss in detail the procedure for generation of each of
these three layers.
3.1. Generating the top-most video layer Vorg
Vorg is the original video which is encoded efﬁciently using a
public-domain state-of-the-art MPEG H.264 encoder [16]. A raw
video encoded using the MPEG H.264 codec results typically in
a very compact ﬁle representation. The MPEG H.264 codec uses
inter-frame and intra-frame predictions to reduce signiﬁcantly
the spatial and temporal redundancy in the input video stream
[22,23].
3.2. Generating the intermediate video layer Vmid
The video layer Vmid represents an intermediate-level video
which has a more compact representation than the original video
albeit at the cost of lower visual quality. As will be shown in Section 6, a lower-size video ﬁle leads to reduction in overall power
consumption during the decoding process. The video layer Vmid is
generated using a novel multi-resolution video encoding technique
termed as Features, Motion and Object-Enhanced Multi-Resolution
(FMOE-MR) video encoding [13]. The FMOE-MR video encoding
scheme is based on the fundamental observation that applying a
low pass ﬁlter in the image color space, which results in blurring
of the image, is equivalent to DCT coefﬁcient truncation in the corresponding DCT (frequency) space [19]. The FMOE-MR video
encoding scheme is a two step process. The ﬁrst process generates
a mask based on features, motion and objects in the video sequence;
the second process re-renders the video at higher resolution in the
image regions covered by the mask, and at lower resolution
(achieved via a higher degree of blurring) in the remainder of the

Fig. 5. The birth and evolution of pixel-threads during the process of creation of the Generative Sketch-based Video (GSV) representation of the Two Person Walking video
sequence (a) The vertical bars represent the state of the Pool-of-All-Pixel-Threads Wi for frame i; (b) For a video sequence of 160 frames, the number of pixel-threads in each
frame is plotted as a function of the frame number (time).
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video frame. Further details on FMOE-MR encoding can be found in
[13]. A sample video frame of the Two Persons Walking video sequence, re-rendered using the FMOE-MR encoding scheme, is
shown in Fig. 7.
3.3. Generating the base video layer Vbase
The base video layer Vbase is generated by ﬁrst blurring each
frame of the video using a Gaussian ﬁlter with smoothing parameter rbase prior to MPEG H.264 encoding. Note that this process
is similar to that of Gaussian smoothing performed in the case of
FMOE-MR video encoding. The primary difference is that, in the
case of the Vbase layer generation procedure, the smoothing is performed uniformly over the entire video frame in contrast to FMOEMR video encoding where the extent of smoothing can vary within
a video frame based on the perceptual signiﬁcance of the image region(s) under consideration. The uniform smoothing results in further dramatic decrease in the ﬁle size upon MPEG H.264 encoding,
albeit at the loss of video quality as shown in Fig. 8 for the Two Persons Walking video sequence. Note that the layer Vbase is of much
lower visual quality than Vmid since object-based enhancement is
not used. The Vbase layer essentially serves to provide approximate
color or texture information for the Generative Sketch-based Video
(GSV) representation described previously.
3.4. Assessment of visual quality of VTEXTURE
The visual quality of each of the aforementioned video layers
comprising VTEXTURE can be assessed in terms of PSNR values, as
well as via subjective visual evaluation. A quantitative evaluation
of the average PSNR of a sample video with respect to the percentage decrease in video size is depicted in Fig. 8 for the Two Persons
Walking video sequence. It is apparent that the video size can be
decreased signiﬁcantly by using a high value of rbase, albeit with
a loss in video quality. We have observed empirically that values
of rbase in the range [19,25] can be used to generate the base video
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layer Vbase, resulting in a very small ﬁle size albeit at the cost of low
resolution and low visual quality. However, approximate color
information is still retained in the video layer Vbase, to the point
that the visual quality of the resulting video improves signiﬁcantly
when the object outlines from the GSV representation are superimposed on the video layer Vbase [13]. The increase in visual quality
was qualitatively assessed using a cohort of human subjects
[13,18,36]. Note that a quantitative evaluation of the hybrid video
comprising of the texture- and sketch-based representations (i.e.,
VTEXTURE and VSKETCH) using the PSNR as a measure of visual quality
is difﬁcult since the PSNR measure treats the sketch-based overlay
as noise.
4. Combining VSKETCH and VTEXTURE—Video states
As mentioned in the previous sections, the two components,
VTEXTURE and VSKETCH, are obtained independently of each other.
First, a suitable texture frame is extracted from the VTEXTURE component of the video by the video display controller. After this frame
has been written to the frame buffer, the second component,
VSKETCH, is used to superimpose the object outlines on the frame
buffer containing VTEXTURE. Both events are independent in terms
of processing; they are only related by rendering order, i.e.,
VTEXTURE is rendered ﬁrst, followed by the superimposition of
VSKETCH on VTEXTURE. An example frame of the Train Station video sequence obtained by superimposing VSKETCH on the Vbase subcomponent of VTEXTURE is shown in Fig. 9.
Let us suppose that the VTEXTURE component has L levels of
resolution. In the current implementation, L = 4 which includes
the three layers Vorg, Vmid and Vbase in decreasing order of visual
quality and level 0 which denotes complete absence of texture
information. Let VjTEXTURE (0 6 j 6 L–1) correspond to the MPEG
H.264-based encoding of the video. Here V0TEXTURE denotes the complete absence of texture information, V1TEXTURE denotes the video
layer of the least visual quality and resolution (with deliberately
induced loss in visual quality to ensure a very low bitrate and small

Fig. 7. Demonstration of the effect of Features, Motion and Object-enhanced Multi-Resolution (FMOE-MR) video encoding for the Two Persons Walking video sequence (a) The
original frame; (b) The FMO mask frame; (c) The frame re-rendered using FMOE-MR video encoding. The moving objects are rendered at high resolution whereas the
background is rendered at low resolution. The obtained PSNR is 24.94.

Fig. 8. The change in PSNR and video ﬁle size as a function of the Gaussian smoothing parameter rbase for the Two Persons Walking video sequence.
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Fig. 9. An example demonstrating the combination of VSKETCH and VBASE for the Train Station video sequence.

video ﬁle size), and VL-1
TEXTURE denotes the video layer of the highest
visual quality and resolution (i.e., the original video encoded using
the MPEG H.264 standard with no deliberately induced loss in visual
quality). Let the state of the HLV-encoded video be depicted as



Cðtexture-level; sketch-levelÞ ¼ V texture-level
; V sketch-level
TEXTURE
SKETCH

ð7Þ

such that 0 6 texture-level 6 L–1, and sketch-level e {no-sketch, polyline-sketch, spline-sketch}. The above state-based representation allows for video encoding at various resolutions of texture with
superimposition of sketch-based representations of varying degrees
of complexity. Under the above formalism, C(L–1, no-sketch) represents the original (i.e., highest quality) video, and C(0, polylinesketch) represents the video that contains no texture, but only the
object outlines represented by polylines (presumably, the lowest
quality video).
Furthermore, the states in the above representation are linearly
ordered such that a ‘‘higher” video state is deemed to consume
more power than a ‘‘lower” video state. Thus, it is essential to order
the different states of the video based on the above representation
in terms of their battery power usage. Let Battery-Time(C, t) be
the battery time estimate provided by the operating system on
the playback device t seconds after the video playback has been
initiated, where C denotes the state of the video during playback.
Let UC = {C1, . . ., CS} denote the set of S distinct video states. We
deﬁne a relation 6p such that

Ci p Cj implies that Battery  TimeðCi ; tÞ
P Battery  TimeðCi ; tÞ;

where t > 0

ð8Þ

In other words, the states are linearly ordered from left to
right such that for any state (except for the states C(L–1, nosketch) and C(0, polyline-sketch)), the state on its left consumes
less power during video decoding whereas the state on its right
consumes more power. The value Battery-Time(Ccurrent-state, t) is
estimated using a simple operating systems call, which predicts
the remaining battery time based on the current system load.
In the following section, we present and analyze experimental
results in order to validate the claim that the proposed HLV rep-

resentation does indeed result in different power consumption
estimates for distinct states in the aforementioned video statebased representation.
5. HLV caching
HLV encoding is designed primarily for power adaptive video
playback in mobile devices. However, due to its inherent layered
structure, HLV can be shown to be amenable to efﬁcient caching.
This, in turn, allows for low-latency and power-aware dissemination of HLV to power-constrained mobile clients. The scenario considered is the following: multiple clients make requests to the
cache for video ﬁles. The cache is assumed to reside between the
multiple clients and the server. The videos are encoded as HLV ﬁles
on the server. Each client is classiﬁed as either a paying client (i.e., a
client who has subscribed to the video delivery service), or a nonpaying client. A paying client can request different layers of the
HLV ﬁles based on the power available for video playback on the
mobile device, thus allowing for better battery usage. The ‘‘nonpaying” client has to be content with a lower level of adaptation,
depending on the layers of HLV currently residing at the cache.
For the above scenario, a content-aware cache replacement policy, based on the removal of select HLV layers to free up space in
the cache, is proposed and implemented. Thus, for a video ﬁle
which is deemed to have the least priority, a layer from the corresponding HLV representation, is replaced upon a cache miss.
5.1. Client-cache-server communication protocol
When a client requests a video ﬁle from the cache, the cache
ﬁrst veriﬁes the client status, i.e., whether it is a paying client or
a non-paying client. If the request is from a paying client, then
the cache is compelled to serve the layers the client has requested
for. For example, the client may request the Vbase texture layer, and
the polyline-sketch layer, to best suit its battery power usage. If any
of the requested HLV layers are not resident in the cache, they have
to be fetched from the server. Thus, a good cache design ensures
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that videos which are typically requested by paying clients have as
many HLV layers resident in the cache as possible. In the case of a
‘‘non-paying” client, it is not assured that the client will receive the
requested HLV layers. Rather, the HLV layers currently available in
the cache are provided to the non-paying client. In the absence of
any other HLV layer in the cache, the original video is provided to
the non-paying client. In other words, in the event of a cache miss
in response to a request for a speciﬁc HLV layer from a non-paying
client, the corresponding HLV layer is not fetched form the server if
the original video is resident in the cache; the original video is sent
to the client instead.
5.2. Cache replacement policy
When a client requests a video ﬁle, is essentially makes a request for a given state of the HLV. The cache maintains statistics
of the number of requests for each video ﬁle, irrespective of the
HLV layer requested. A retention-value is associated with the video
ﬁle as follows:

retention  value ¼ NCC=fileSize
where NCC is the number of common clients requesting that particular video ﬁle, and ﬁleSize is the size of the ﬁle. If a particular video
ﬁle is requested by a paying client, the number of requests, or alternatively, the NCC value is incremented by 10; whereas if a video ﬁle
is requested by a non-paying client, the NCC value is incremented
by 1. This ensures that video ﬁles which are requested by paying clients get preference (i.e., maintain a higher retention-value) over video ﬁles which are requested by non-paying clients. In the event of
a miss, the HLV layers associated with the video ﬁle with the least
retention-value are progressively discarded.
The ﬁle replacement procedure is described as follows. First, the
video ﬁle with the minimum retention-value is identiﬁed. An attempt is then made to progressively remove the ﬁles associated
with the VSKETCH layers starting with the simplest polyline-sketch
layer. Once all the VSKETCH layers have been discarded, the VTEXTURE
layers are progressively discarded in the order Vbase, Vmid and Vorg.
A schematic diagram showing the cache architecture and replacement policy is given in Fig. 10.
The above cache replacement policy is termed the Number of
Common Clients —Size (NCCS) policy. The NCCS policy essentially
computes the number of client requests for a particular ﬁle normalized by the ﬁle size. As will be seen in the following experimental results section, the proposed NCCS cache replacement policy
that uses the retention-value as the replacement criterion is better
suited for caching of HLV-encoded video than other standard cache
replacement algorithms.

Fig. 10. Outline of the caching algorithm.
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6. Experimental results and analysis
We have conducted experiments to demonstrate the efﬁcacy of
the proposed HLV representation on two example videos. Various
aspects of power consumption, such as number of CPU cycles
needed to decode the video, and the battery life of the device during video playback were measured for both videos. We ﬁrst describe how the various components of the proposed HLV
representation are implemented. Next, we provide estimates of
the sizes of the ﬁles used to store the various video states on hard
disk. Next, we show, using the Train Station video sequence as an
example, that the various video layers of the proposed HLV
representation do indeed consume different amounts of power
i.e., possess distinct power consumption proﬁles. This clearly
demonstrates that the proposed HLV representation is indeed
power-scalable. Finally, we present experimental results for the
proposed cache replacement policy and demonstrate that it is
indeed superior to existing cache replacement schemes for HLVencoded video.
6.1. Implementing the video layers
As discussed previously, implementing the texture layers is
straightforward. We used the Gaussian smoothing ﬁlter with
smoothing parameter values r = 0 (i.e., no smoothing) and r = 15
to encode the video layers Vorg and Vbase, respectively. Likewise,
the values rL = 9 and rH = 3 were chosen as smoothing parameters
for the Gaussian smoothing ﬁlters associated with the FMOE-MR
encoded video Vmid (Section 3.2). The values of r in each case were
selected empirically. As described previously, the sub-components
Vorg, Vmid and Vbase constitute the VTEXTURE component of the proposed HLV representation.
The object outlines generated by the GSV ﬁle are encoded
using a GOP size of 15 frames in compliance with the MPEG
H.264 standard, i.e., the ﬁrst frame is encoded as an I frame;
whereas the remaining 14 frames are encoded as P-frames.
The pixel-threads corresponding to the ﬁrst frame (or I-frame)
are designated as born pixel-threads and represented using
chain-coded vectors as discussed in Section 2.1.2. A chain-coded
pixel-thread requires the ﬁrst break point to be speciﬁed in
terms of its absolute x and y coordinates with respect to the origin of the frame. Since typical video resolutions for mobile devices do not exceed the standard XGA video resolution
(1024  768), 4 bytes are adequate to store the absolute (x, y)
positions of the ﬁrst break point. Note that 2 bytes for each
coordinate value can represent a frame of size 65536  65536
pixels. The remaining break points are represented as displacements relative to the previous break point. These displacements
can be restricted to lie in the range [128, 127]; thus 2 bytes
are required for each of the remaining break points (i.e., 1 byte
per coordinate value). Note that if a break point is too distant
from the previous break point for its (x, y) coordinates to be represented by two bytes, then an additional dummy break point
can be inserted so that the resulting displacements can be represented using 2 bytes.
From the second frame onwards, some of the pixel-threads in
the current frame are deemed to have evolved from pixel-threads
in the previous frame, whereas some pixel-threads are born in the
current frame. This situation is similar to the encoding of P-frames
via motion compensation performed by the standard MPEG encoder. The pixel-threads which are deemed to be born in the current
frame are represented using the chain-coding scheme described
above. For a pixel-thread that is deemed to have evolved from a
previous frame, the index of the pixel-thread from which it has
evolved, and the corresponding motion model parameters are
represented.
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Rather than describe whether a pixel-thread is born in the current frame, or evolved from a previous thread, it is sufﬁcient to
mention just the index of the pixel-thread. Based on the deﬁnition
of the index of a pixel-thread, if the index of a pixel-thread under
consideration is greater than the number of pixel-threads in W
(Section 2.3), then the pixel-thread is deemed to have been born
in the current frame. Thus, subsequent information on this pixelthread in the GSV ﬁle pertains to the chain-coded representation
of its break points. On the other hand, if the index of the
pixel-thread under consideration is less than the number of
pixel-threads in W, then it is deemed to have evolved from
some pixel-thread in W. Consequently, subsequent information
on this pixel-thread in the GSV ﬁle pertains to the parameters of
the motion model describing its evolution. The GSV ﬁle format is
depicted in Fig. 11(a) and the algorithm used to read and interpret
the GSV ﬁle is described in Fig. 11(b).
We used a motion mask obtained using the background modeling and background subtraction algorithms described in [20,30] to

extract the moving foreground objects in the Train Station video sequence [21,27–29,31,32]. Only the moving foreground objects in
the Train Station video sequence are encoded in the resulting GSV
ﬁle [13]. A sample video frame shown in Fig. 12 depicts the result
of the extraction and encoding of the moving foreground objects in
the 17-min Train Station video sequence. The result is an extremely
compact representation, where the background is represented as a
single parametric image [20,30] and the GSV ﬁle that encodes only
the moving foreground objects occupies only 6 MBytes of hard disk
space after loss less compression [15]. The same motion mask is
then used to extract the motion-containing regions that are encoded at higher spatial resolution in the Vmid video layer.
A synopsis of the resulting ﬁle sizes of the various components
and sub-components of the video is as follows: Vorg (95 MBytes),
Vmid (35 MBytes), Vbase (13 MBytes) and VSKETCH (8 MBytes, where
the background is encoded as a single GSV frame). As expected,
the lower the visual quality of the video, the smaller the ﬁle size.
The combined size of all the components and subcomponents of
VTEXTURE and VSKETCH is 151 MBytes whereas the original video
alone is 95 MBytes. Thus, the proposed power-scalable HLV encoding of the Train Station video sequence resulted in a data storage
overhead of approximately 56% compared to the ﬂat ﬁle representation of the original video. Given the abundance and low price of
data storage devices, a 56% data storage overhead could be deemed
acceptable for most video servers that specialize in streaming video ﬁles to mobile devices.
6.2. Visual quality of different video states

Fig. 11. The GSV ﬁle (a) The format used to encode a pixel-thread; (b) The algorithm
used to read a GSV-encoded video ﬁle.

Based on the discussions in the previous section it can be seen
that the various video layers (or video states) in the proposed HLV
encoding scheme are generated by altering (or reducing) the visual
quality of the resulting encoded video. In the next subsection, we
show that the power consumed during the decoding process can
also be made to vary signiﬁcantly based on the chosen video layer
or video state. However, it is important to note that a video state in
the proposed HLV encoding scheme is only an approximation to
the original MPEG-encoded video; which raises the natural ques-

Fig. 12. The process of background subtraction and GSV-based encoding of the foreground for the Train Station video sequence (a) The original video frame; (b) The
background model learned from the ﬁrst few frames of the video sequence; (c) The foreground mask obtained after background subtraction; (d) The portion corresponding to
the foreground mask is encoded as a sketch.
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tion, i.e., is the approximation good enough? Subjective evidence
gathered from various students and co-workers has revealed that
all the objects discernable in the MPEG-encoded video are also discernable in the HLV-encoded video [13,18,36]. A comprehensive
quality assessment of the proposed HLV encoding scheme, which
includes a subjective end-user survey, is currently underway.
As an objective comparison of HLV-encoded video quality, we
used the videos corresponding to video states C3train ¼
CðV base ; polyline-sketchÞ, and C6train ¼ CðV org ; nullÞ of the Train Station video sequence, to perform some standard computer vision
tasks such as background subtraction. Note that C6train ¼ CðV org ;
nullÞ, in our case, corresponds to the video with the highest visual
quality. As described previously, background subtraction is the
process of ﬁrst estimating the background of the dynamic scene,
where the background is deemed to comprise of those regions
within the video frames which do not move relative to the camera.
The background, thus determined, is subtracted from each frame to
extract the foreground, or moving regions within the video frames
[14]. We hypothesize that the video states C3train and C6train yield
videos of comparable quality if both videos result in similar
foreground regions upon background subtraction.
Fig. 13 shows the resulting foreground masks after background
subtraction has been performed on a C6train video frame and the corresponding C3train frame. As is evident from Fig. 13, both videos were
observed to yield similar foreground masks. We further computed
the percentage overlap between the foreground masks generated
from the two videos. The mask generated from the C3train video
frame was observed to have an 85% overlap with the mask generated from the original video C6train . Other vision-based tasks such as
face detection using skin tone yielded similar results since the skin
tones were observed to be well preserved in the texture component of the C3train video [13]. As noted earlier, we could not use standard metrics such as the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) to
measure quality of HLV-encoded video, since the PSNR measure
treats the graphics overlay of object outlines as noise.
It must be noted that for video examples with very detailed
images, the lower layers of the proposed HLV encoding are often
unacceptable, as they cannot capture all the ﬁne details present
in the original image. But for most typical applications that require
limited attention to detail (such as wide-area surveillance, widearea trafﬁc monitoring and some sports and news coverage), the
lower layers of the HLV encoding can be used as an alternative to
the original video (or the highest layer of the HLV-encoded video).
The lower layers of the HLV-encoded video are observed to consume signiﬁcantly less power than the original video during the
decoding process, as shown in the next subsection.
6.3. Analysis of power consumption of different video states
Before comparing power consumption for the different states of
the HLV-encoded video, we ﬁrst examine the various parameters
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affecting the power consumption of the HLV-encoded video. In
the following subsections we discuss the impact of each of these
parameters on the overall power consumption proﬁle of the HLVencoded video. Finally, we discuss objective evaluation measures
that demonstrate that the distinct video states in the proposed
HLV representation do indeed exhibit different power consumption proﬁles.
6.3.1. Parameters for VSKETCH
The ﬁrst step in the creation of the VSKETCH component is the
generation of the initial pixel-based sketch of the video frame
using the Canny edge detector [10]. The Canny
h edge detector
i uses
high
low
high
two thresholds, T low
Canny and T Canny . The range T Canny ; T Canny determines the number of edges that are detected and the resulting continuity of the edge contours. If T high
Canny is set too high, important edge
information could be missed and the resulting edge contours
would be discontinuous. On the other hand, if T low
Canny is set too
low, a large number of false (noisy) edge pixels will be detected.
The choice of threshold values can directly affect the power consumption during the decoding of the GSV-encoded video. This is
so because an encoding that entails fewer pixel-threads would require fewer CPU cycles for the purpose of decoding. As will be
shown in Section 6.4.3., the power consumed during decoding of
the GSV-encoded ﬁle is directly proportional to its size. Fig. 14(a)
shows a plot of the GSV ﬁle size as a function of the Canny edge
detector parameters for the Train Station video sequence.
In the second part of the algorithm used to generate the VSKETCH
component, break points are generated for each edge contour using
the algorithm of Rosin and West [17]. The result is a set of non-collinear break points in 2D, where the line segments connecting two
consecutive break points are termed as pixel-segments. For any
two consecutive pixel-segments one can deﬁne a segment-angle
h between them. In order to reduce the number of break points,
and hence the number of bytes required to store each pixel-thread,
consecutive pixel-segments with a segment-angle less than Th can
be joined to form a single pixel-segment, thus eliminating a break
point on the pixel-thread. This results in a reduction in the size of
the GSV ﬁle. Fig. 14(b) shows a plot of the GSV ﬁle size as a function
of Th. However, even a low value of Th, say 2o, results in a visually
discernable deterioration in image quality. Fig. 15 depicts the effect
of the choice of threshold value Th on the resulting pixel-threads
for the Train Station video sequence. As shown in Fig. 15, a small
value of Th can alter the shapes of the objects within the video dramatically. As a result, in our encoding experiments, we have not
used a threshold to reduce the number of break points in the individual pixel-threads.
We have so far demonstrated the effect of the three aforementioned threshold parameters, on the ﬁle size of the GSV-encoded
video. As shown in Section 6.4.3, the size of the GSV-encoded ﬁle,
in turn, is shown to determine the power consumed during the video decoding process.

Fig. 13. Objective comparison of the video states Ctrain
¼ CðV base ; polyline-sketchÞ, and Ctrain
¼ CðV org ; nullÞ for the Train Station video sequence (a) A video frame from the
3
6
¼ CðV org ; nullÞ; (b) The foreground mask generated using background subtraction on the video frame in (a); (c) The corresponding video frame for the video
video state Ctrain
6
train
state ðC3 ¼ CðV base ; polyline-sketchÞ; (d) The foreground mask generated using background subtraction on the video frame in (c). The foreground masks in (b) and (d) are
seen to overlap by more than 85%.
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high
Fig. 14. The dependence of the GSV-encoded ﬁle size on the three VSKETCH parameters (a) Tlow
canny and Tcanny; (b) Th for the Train Station video sequence.

Fig. 15. The impact of the value of Th on the visual quality of the GSV representation for the Train Station video sequence (a) Th = 0o (i.e., the original frame); (b) Th = 5o; (c)
Th = 10o.

6.3.2. Parameters for VTEXTURE
As discussed in Section 3.2, the Vmid video layer is encoded
using the proposed FMOE-MR encoding technique. The FMOEMR encoding technique, in turn, depends on the two Gaussian
smoothing parameters; rL and rH. As discussed previously, we
have empirically determined the values of these parameters to
be rL = 9 or 11, and rH = 3 or 5. The video layer Vbase is created
via uniform blurring of the video frame using a Gaussian ﬁlter
with smoothing parameter rbase. Fig. 8 shows that increasing
the value of the Gaussian smoothing parameter rbase typically results in a dramatic decrease in the ﬁle size. The CPU power consumption during decoding of the texture layer Vmid, is shown to
be approximately proportional to the size of the resulting ﬁle, as
will be shown in the next subsection. Table 1 summarizes the
various parameters used in the generation of video layers Vmid
and Vbase and their impact on the overall power consumption

in the mobile device on which the video is being decoded and
rendered.
6.3.3. Power consumption estimate for various states
Since the CPU actually contributes about 15% to the overall
power consumed in a mobile device during the process of video
playback (comprising of downloading, decoding and rendering of
the video) [33], it is important to measure the overall power consumption for the entire system rather than the CPU power consumption alone. As a result, we compare the overall power
consumption for the various video states by measuring the timeremaining statistics during the process of video playback in each
state for both, the Train Station video sequence and the Two Persons
Walking video sequence. We have used the following, empirically
high
determined, parameter values: T low
Canny ¼ 60; T Canny ¼ 70, Th = 0,
rL = 3, rH = 9 and rbase = 21. The experiments have been conducted

Table 1
List of the HLV parameters affecting power consumption
Param.

Purpose

Effect

T low
canny

Controls the magnitude of gradient difference that should be treated as an
‘‘edge”
Controls the degree of continuity of resulting edge contours. Determines
when two successive edge contours should be merged
Controls the merging of two successive pixel-thread segments—in effect,
determines the pixel-thread size
Controls the degree of blurring of the Vbase frames

low
T low
canny > 0. Higher the value of T canny the lower the size of GSV ﬁle (but also, more
sparse the object outlines)—and lower the power consumption
low
low
T low
canny  T canny . Effect is similar to that of T canny

T high
canny
Th

rbase
rL
rH

Controls the degree of blurring of the background forFMOE-MR-encoded
frames
Controls the degree of blurring of the foreground for FMOE-MR-encoded
frames

The higher the value of Th, the coarser the object outlines. In practice, Th does not have
a major impact on the GSV ﬁle size
The higher the value of rbase, the lower the Vbase ﬁle size, hence, lower the power
required during decoding and rendering of video
The higher the value of rL, the lower the Vmid ﬁle size, hence, lower the power
required during decoding and rendering of video
Same as above
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using a laptop PC with a 2 GHz CPU, 2 Mbytes of L2 Cache, 1 GByte
of RAM and 60 GBytes of a 5400 rpm hard drive running in battery
mode.
From Fig. 16, it is apparent that lower states consume less
power than the higher states in the proposed HLV representation.
It is also apparent that the ﬁle size on hard disk (regardless of
whether it is a VSKETCH ﬁle or a VTEXTURE ﬁle) for each of the video
states directly affects the overall power consumption during video
playback. We have compared the mean difference values between
the residual battery time statistics of the various video states. The
mean difference between the residual battery time statistics for
the state C(null, spline-sketch) and the state C(Vorg, null) is
45 min. Thus, it is possible to have 45 min of extra system battery life if the video is viewed using the sketch-only version. Similarly, the difference in residual battery time between the states
C(Vbase, spline-sketch) and C(Vorg, null) state is 30 min. Likewise
the difference in residual battery time between the states C(Vmid,
null) and C(Vorg, null) is 15 min.
6.3.4. Real time video state selection
When the video playback is initiated on the client device, the video is displayed at the highest quality, i.e., corresponding to state
C6 = C(Vorg, null). Suppose the video, which has a total running
time of Tv seconds, has been playing for t seconds and the current
video state is Ccurrent-state. Three situations may arise:
(1) Battery-Time (Ccurrent-state, t) > (Tv  t). This means that if
the current state of the video is maintained, it can be viewed
comfortably with current battery drainage rate computed by
the system. In this case, a higher video state could be chosen
to improve the visual experience of the end user.
(2) Battery-Time (Ccurrent-state, t)  (Tv  t). This means that the
remaining battery time is approximately equal to the
remaining video duration. In this case, the current state of
the video is maintained.
(3) Battery-Time (Ccurrent-state, t) < (Tv  t). This means that the
current state of the video is too power intensive for the system to handle and continued video playback in the current
state runs the risk of draining the battery completely before
the entire video can be viewed. In this case, the system transitions to a lower video state for the purpose of video playback, with the expectation the battery power usage rate
will slow down. Fig. 17 depicts the rules that govern the
change in video states.

Fig. 16. Power consumption proﬁle for the various video states of the Train Station
video. The dotted line at the very top represents the idle state; i.e., when the device
is idle and not running any video.
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Fig. 17. State diagram depicting the state transition rules. The current state
transitions to a higher state if the available battery time (Tbattery) is greater than the
remaining running time of the video (Tvideo). Similarly, the current state transitions
to a lower state if Tbattery < Tvideo.

Fig. 18 shows how the residual battery time changes dynamically with changing video states in the case of the Two Persons
Walking video sequence. From Fig. 18, it is clear that the residual
life of a battery can be dynamically varied by transitioning between various video states during video playback.
From above results and ensuing analysis, we can derive a general relationship between the aforementioned video states:

C1train p C2train p C5train p C6train

ð9Þ

Likewise, we can conclude that the proposed HLV representation can be used to deliver different versions of a common underlying video, with varying power consumption characteristics, to a
heterogeneous ensemble of mobile devices with different power
resource constraints.
6.4. Cache Efﬁciency
In this section, we compare the proposed NCCS cache replacement policy with several existing cache replacement policies. First,
we describe the experimental setup. Next, we describe the performance of the cache in terms of two existing cache performance

Fig. 18. The effect video state transitions on the remaining battery time for the Two
Persons Walking video sequence. The video playback starts with U(Vorg, no-sketch),
changes state to U(Vmid, no-sketch) then to U(Vbase, spline-ﬁt) and ﬁnally to U(0,
spline-ﬁt). It is apparent that there is an improvement in remaining battery time
every time a lower state is chosen.
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metrics. Finally, we discuss the effect of creation of multiple alternative versions or layers of the original video in real time (i.e., on
the ﬂy).
6.4.1. Description of the experiment setup
In order to simulate multiple clients, we have considered 100
clients which send their requests to the cache with a time lag
determined by the following equation:

TimeLagðclientIDÞ ¼ K    ð1 þ rand  clientIDÞ
where K is a constant, typically depicting several seconds, 0 6
clientID < 100, and rand is a random number between 0 and 1.
The HLV layers requested by the client are randomly set at the
client end; i.e., the clients request for various HLV layer combinations by randomly generating an integer rnd, 1 6 rnd 6 6, and
requesting the layers from VSKETCH and VTEXTURE corresponding
to the state Crnd. It is assumed that around 40% of the clients
are paying clients and the rest are non-paying clients. At the server end, the various HLV layers are stored as independent video
ﬁles, which can be independently downloaded or streamed from
the server as desired. The combined size of the video segments
resident in the server is 140 MB.
The space available in the cache is typically considerably less
than that available at the server. We chose two cache sizes; one
that is one-third the space capacity of the server (33%), and the
other that is half the space capacity of the server (50%), in order
to study the effects of changing cache size.
6.4.2. Cache efﬁciency: hit ratio
In order to perform a comprehensive study of the cache behavior, we have compared several types of cache replacement policies—each with its own method of deriving the retention-value.
For the cache replacement policies under consideration, the retention-value of each video segment at any point in time during its life
in the cache depends on the following parameters:
(1) nClients: The number of clients requesting the ﬁle. This information is derived during Phase 1 of the communication
when the clients make initial requests for the ﬁles to the
cache. If a requesting client type for a ﬁle is non-paying, nClients is incremented by 1. If the client is a paying client, then
nClients is incremented by 10 (the value 10 is empirically
chosen). This scheme can accommodate multiple grades of
service; for example, in the case of more special clients,
the value of nClients can be incremented by 20, and so on.
(2) nMisses: The number of misses that a video segment has
experienced thus far. The ﬁrst time a video ﬁle is requested
is obviously scored as a miss; as a result, the minimum value
of nMisses is 1.
(3) nHits: The number of hits that a video segment has experienced thus far.
(4) Size: The ﬁle size of the video segment on hard disk. Typically, larger ﬁles are not preferred in the cache because the
general philosophy is to have more, smaller-size ﬁles,
instead of a single, large ﬁle.
(5) Latency: Latency incurred while fetching the video segment
ﬁle. If the video segment ﬁles are distributed over multiple
video personalization servers, the latency is an important
criterion since it is typically not desirable to fetch ﬁles that
are far away in terms of network distance.
(6) hitTime: The point in time (measured in nanoseconds) at
which the latest hit to the video segment was made.
An important fact to note is that the retention-value is computed
for an entire video segment ﬁle V which comprises of four components, i.e., the texture components Vorg, Vmid and Vbase, and the

sketch component Vsketch. The four video layers together may be
considered to constitute a video bin. The retention-value is computed for the Vorg component of the video bin.
We have implemented four standard cache replacement policies in order to do a performance comparison with the proposed
NCCS cache replacement algorithm. The replacement algorithms
and their corresponding retention-values, are described as follows:
(1) Greedy-Dual-Size (GDS): The GDS cache replacement algorithm [34] computes a retention-value given by:

retention  value ¼ Latency=Size
In addition to removing ﬁles with the minimum retention-value
during a cache replacement, the GDS algorithm also subtracts the
minimum retention-value from the retention-value of each of the
other ﬁles in the cache. When a ﬁle is scored as a hit, the original
retention-value of the ﬁle is recomputed.
(2) Greedy-Dual-Size-Frequency (GDSF): The GDSF cache replacement algorithm [35] computes a retention-value given by:

retention  value ¼ nHits  Latency=Size
Similar to the GDS algorithm, the GDSF algorithm subtracts the
minimum retention-value from the retention-value of each of the
other ﬁles in the cache. When a ﬁle is scored as a hit, the original
retention-value of the ﬁle is recomputed.
(3) Least Recently Used (LRU): In the case of the LRU cache
replacement algorithm the retention-value is given by:

retention  value ¼ hitTime
The retention-value is used to replace ﬁles that were accessed
farthest in the past.
(4) Least Frequently Used (LFU): In the case of the LFU cache
replacement algorithm the retention-value is given by:

retention  value ¼ nHits þ nMisses
In other words, the retention-value is the number of accesses to
the ﬁle over a certain time period which, in turn, can be viewed as a
measure of the frequency of access.
We computed the standard metrics Hit Ratio and Byte Hit Ratio,
in order to measure cache efﬁciency. These metrics are deﬁned as
follows:
(1) Hit Ratio: The number of requests satisﬁed by the cache as a
percentage of the total requests received from the clients.
(2) Byte Hit Ratio: The number of bytes of video data that transferred from the cache as a percentage of total number of
bytes of video data transferred for all the client requests.
Fig. 19 shows the Hit Ratio and Byte Hit Ratio for the various
cache replacement policies for a cache size that is one third of
the server storage capacity. Fig. 20 shows the same for a cache size
that is half the server storage capacity. In Figs. 19 and 20, the
graphs represent the average of the Hit Ratio and Byte Hit Ratio
statistics for both, the Train Station video sequence and the Two
Persons Walking video sequence. As is apparent from Figs. 19 and
20, the proposed NCCS cache replacement policy outperforms signiﬁcantly the other cache replacement policies.
We surmise that the principal reason the proposed NCCS cache
replacement policy outperforms the other cache replacement
schemes is on account of the fact that a greater weight is assigned
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Fig. 19. The Hit Ratio and the Byte Hit Ratio for cache size = 33% of the server storage capacity.

Fig. 20. The Hit Ratio and the Byte Hit Ratio for cache size = 50% of the server storage capacity.

to paying clients when generating the NCC statistics. In addition,
the ﬁleSize factor in the NCCS cache replacement policy makes
NCCS prefer more, smaller ﬁles, compared to fewer, larger ﬁles,
which should be the case for a good caching scheme. As a result,
the proposed NCCS cache replacement policy is observed to be
more successful than any of the standard cache replacement policies considered in the paper.
7. Conclusions and future directions
We have proposed a novel layered video representation
scheme, termed as Hybrid Layered Video (HLV), where distinct video layers display different battery power consumption proﬁles
during video playback on a mobile device operating in battery
mode. The video is divided into two components—a texture-based
component and a sketch-based component. The texture component of the video is further divided into three sub-components.
The ﬁrst texture sub-component is the original video that is encoded efﬁciently using a state-of-the-art MPEG H.264 encoder.
The second texture sub-component, which is of lower visual quality, and hence consumes less power, is visually enhanced using a
Features, Motion and Object Enhanced Multi Resolution (FMOEMR) video encoding scheme. The third texture sub-component is
of very low visual quality, containing enough information to barely
display the various colors and textures in the video, but devoid of
the shapes of the object outlines. This sub-component is visually
enhanced by artiﬁcially overlaying outlines of the objects within
the video to add further deﬁnition to the object boundaries. The

sketch-based component of the video comprises of a novel Generative Sketch-based Video (GSV) representation scheme which is
used to encode the object outlines while reducing the spatial and
temporal redundancy for maximum efﬁciency. Objective evaluation measurements have revealed that it is possible to increase
the battery life of a laptop computer by approximately 45 min by
using the lower-most layer of the video.
A smart content aware caching scheme has been developed
which is suitable for low-latency dissemination of HLV-encoded video streams over the Internet. The experimental results have led to
the conclusion that the proposed HLV encoding scheme, coupled
with the proposed caching scheme, is indeed well suited for dissemination of video streams to mobile devices, with different
power resource constraints (i.e., battery life speciﬁcations).
A very important future research direction is to create the different video components or layers such that they are incremental
in nature; i.e., a higher level can be derived from the previous lower level by a process of incremental enhancement. Further, since
the proposed HLV scheme is inherently content-aware, more
sophisticated MPEG-7 or MPEG-21 encoding paradigms can potentially be used. Integration of the proposed HLV scheme with the
well-established MPEG standard is a challenging future task. Due
to the layered nature of the proposed HLV representation, efﬁcient
caching schemes can be developed to disseminate the video efﬁciently such that the user-experienced latency is minimized. Finally, a multiple-server/multiple-client scenario needs to be explored
in order to further improve and generalize the caching scheme for
the proposed HLV representation.
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